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High-Performance
Lenses

n the overly protective world of Wiley
X, the company has just finished its
30th anniversary year and is now
heading into the next 30. Its vision
is as strong and as pure as ever: Make
the most protective eyewear possible
while pushing the boundaries of what
EN 166 and ANZI Z87.1 safety rated
eyewear can look like. People that work
hard and play even harder face eye
health risks at every turn. Its aim is to

There isn’t a better
example than in
the angling world
where vision and
protection needs come
together
make sure they can be well protected
and look good while doing what they
do with high-performance features,
frame styles and lens options to meet
all customer’s needs and preferences.
There isn’t a better example than in
the angling world where vision and
protection needs come together and
where performance is critical. Each
model of Wiley X eyewear is tested
to meet one or more of the following
standards; ANSI Z87.1, EN 166, MILPRF-32432 and ASTM F-803. The
impact and optical tests require a
lens that can perform under the most
stringent and rigorous conditions.
Polycarbonate is the base material for
all Wiley X lenses due to its strength
and toughness. Wiley X technologies
are designed to enhance vision through
specific performance options and
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distinct lens treatments. These range
from polarization to photochromic
and tinted lenses, to mirrored, antireflective and scratch-resistant
coatings, all of which are tailored to
meet certain needs.
Starting with polarized options,
Wiley X uses proprietary Filter 8™
Polarized Lenses to reduce glare off
the water and other light-coloured
surfaces that cause eye strain and
fatigue. Filter 8™ Polarization utilizes
a lens developed with eight specific
layers combined for maximum clarity
and performance. Two Selenite™
polycarbonate lenses sandwich and
protect the Filter 8™ polarized lens,
creating 100 per cent polarization
and 100 per cent UV protection. Two
T-Shell™ scratch resistant layers are
applied next, along with a Violet 4™
anti-reflective coating. Finally, two

Slick™ hydrophobic coatings to repel
water, letting water slide off instead
of sticking to the lens. Together, these
8 layers act as a visual filter, blocking
blinding glare and improving visual
contrast.
In adhering to EN 172 standards,
where sunglasses are fitted with
polarizing filters, they are fitted in the
frame so that the plane of polarization
does not deviate from the vertical,
or the nominal direction (if different
from the vertical) by more the +/- 3º,
or 1.67%. Wiley X polarized lenses are
tested and carefully measured in order
to maintain the best optical quality
in the final product. Polarized lenses
from other brands not meeting the EN
172 standards may not live up to these
stringent standards, and could provide
inferior optical clarity.

Wiley X also offers photochromic
lens options, that transition from
light to dark colour in accordance to
UV exposure and temperature. These
are especially useful when you are
in situations where the weather is
changing and light conditions are
variable, or on hazy early morning
sessions that transition to bright midday sun.
Wiley X offers a wide array of
lens tints for any activity. Carefully
calculated light transmissions and
densities are available to suit the
wearer’s personal/lifestyle needs with
most being available in polarized
options.
[See chart to right]
But lens options are not the only
aspect to consider in finding the right
sunglasses. It’s also important to
factor in the lens treatments, which
can have a large impact on your vision.
• Mirrored Lenses – Durable and
scratch resistant, Wiley X mirrors
feature a double sided dipped and
thermally cured hard coat, with
premium AR coating included.
• Anti-Reflective Lenses – Wiley
X premium AR coating provides an
oleophobic, hydrophobic and antistatic layer, providing crisper vision
and backside UV protection.
• WX Blue Anti-Reflective – WX
BLUE is a premium ‘Blue Blocking’
AR specially designed to filter out the
harmful blue light produced by PC’s
and handheld digital devices. WX BLUE
AR offers superior scratch resistance
and features an oleophobic layer that
repels water, smudges and fingerprints.
• Super Hard Scratch Coating – Super

with
Filter 8™ polarized lenses

FILTER 8™ POLARIZATION

Lens TINTS *Polarized available in
select styles.

tough thermally cured hard coat, highly
durable and protective.
Whether you are a passionate
angler or a new to the sport, polarized
sunglasses are the inevitable water
sport accessory you need. To land the
perfect catch and to perform your best
on the water, polarized sunglasses
should be worn. With solutions
developed specifically with our sports
wrap frames in mind, Wiley X’s blend of
protection and enhanced optical clarity
will help you to better see the job at
hand, the trail ahead, or the fish in the
river.

WX NASH,
F: KRYPTEK® ALTITUDE™
L: POLARIZED PLATINUM FLASH
(GREEN)

WX OMEGA
F: MATTE BLACK
L: POLARIZED CRIMSON MIRROR
(GREY)

without
Filter 8™ polarized lenses

Two SlickTM hydrophobic coatings

WX KLEIN
F: GUNMETAL w/ MATTE BLACK
TEMPLES (SMOKE INTERIOR)
L: POLARIZED VENICE GOLD MIRROR
(AMBER)

Two Selenite polycarbonate lenses
TM

Two T-ShellTM scratch-resistant layers
One Violet 4TM anti-reflective coating
Filter 8™ polarized film layer that creates 100%
polarization with 100% UV protection
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